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One More Bloom!!

I NEED YOU!

Fall is a great time in the Garden with the
cooler nights. The colors of the roses really
come out and we do get big blooms, if we do
the right thing.

FALL ROSE CARE
SEMINAR &
VOLUNTEER DAY
SEPT. 12, 9A.M.

Which means you must deadhead to
encourage this fall bloom cycle. That’s why
we always have a volunteer and clean-up day
in September to give visitors one last great
bloom cycle.
The summer heat really hits the roses hard.
The blooms do not last as long, and get
dried out quickly. The roses really can come
back in the fall, and produce an abundant
display, but they need YOUR help.
Our next Community Volunteer Day and
Rose Care Seminar is September 12th, the
National Day of Service, from 9am 12pm. Please join us!

Friends of the San Jose Rose Garden
is a non-profit 501(c)(3) all volunteer group
dedicated to preserving the Historic San Jose
Municipal Rose Garden

www.facebook.com/FriendsoftheSanJoseRoseGarden
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Often, when visitors see a Master Volunteer, they will approach
and ask a rose or Garden related question. One of my usual
questions I ask them is if they are local, and if not, how they found
out about the Garden. Recently, I have been surprised to hear “I read about the Garden on Trip
Advisor”. Going to that page, I see that the Garden is listed as the #1 thing to do in San Jose and
is filled with positive comments! “Pure tranquility”, “Beautiful and Peaceful”, “An unexpected find”
are just a few of the titles of the comments. To read what other are saying about the Rose
Garden, just go to www.TripAdvisor.com, type in San Jose and search for “Municipal Rose
Garden”. You might want to add your own comment!

We’re #1!!!!!
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Rose Royalty
It was early in the morning
while I was judging the test
roses when I spotted three
gentlemen on the other side of
the Garden. They would stop
at a bed, closely observe the
roses, pull out a clipboard,
and have an animated
conversation before moving
on to another bed. I was
intrigued. So I moved
towards their direction. Half
way there, I recognized two of
them - Jacques Ferare, VP
License and Product
Development for Star Roses
and big supporter of the
Alain Meilland, Jacques Ferare, William Radler, Terry Reilly
Garden and William Radler
(creator of the Knockout Rose - one of the most best selling varieties in the world
http://www.hortiholic.com/…/a-visit-with-knock-out-roses-wi…). But who was the
other gentleman? Jacques saw me approach and was quite excited to introduce me to
Alain Meilland, the head of Meilland International Roses. Meilland International
Roses was the company that introduced the world famous “Peace” rose by smuggling
it out of Europe prior to the German invasion of France. It was introduced in the US
by Conard Pyle/Star Roses. Jacques was taking Alain to accounts throughout the US.
It was quite interesting to walk the Garden with these gentlemen, responsible for some
of the most popular roses in the world. They were very impressed with the condition
of the roses. Meilland and Radler were particularly interested in seeing how the test
roses we were doing, as they have several unreleased varieties in their test beds. They
spent about an hour walking the Garden. Taking copious notes, and before leaving for
the airport wanted to express their gratefulness to the volunteers and the City for
keeping this treasure alive.
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Dr. EarthLibero
Organic
Fertilizer
purus sodales mauris,

eu of
Many of you know one of our secrets
great roses is that we use Dr. Earth
Organics products. Milo Shammas,
Founder and Formulator of Dr. Earth
has been donating fertilizer to the
Garden since we began the volunteer
group.

This year, Milo provided 275
GALLONS of their liquid fertilizer!
This Premium Gold® fertilizer is
formulated to feed the roses any time of
the year. Prebiotics (soluble sugars) provide the existing soil microbes with food and energy to
multiply more quickly. ProMoisture Hydrate® (Aloe vera) concentrate assists in the hydration of
biotics in the soil by coating them with a patent-pending slimy layer to enhance microbial
hydration. Premium Gold® is a great all purpose fertilizer that can also be used on vegetables,
flowers, trees, shrubs annuals and perennials. In order to spray it on the roses, we purchased this
nice little spray cart. We typically spray in the mornings, when it is cooler and the “stomata” are
open on the undersides of the leaves. Stomata are the pores on the underside of the leaves that
control gas exchange. The name comes from the from Greek στόμα which means "mouth".
You can now easily use Dr. Earth Organic products in your own garden as they are now available
at Orchard Supply Hardware, Home Depot, Ace Hardware and other independent nurseries.

Pizza Party!
If you are a Master Volunteer, you know how much we
love PIZZA. About once a month, we have a pizza work
party where we gather at the Garden, do some work,
maybe a short seminar, and have pizza sponsored by
Councilmember Pierluigi Oliverio. The pizza comes
from the best pizza place in the region - Rosie New York
Pizza on The Alameda. Our Master Volunteers are
taken care of. If you are interested in becoming a
Master Volunteer, send me an e-mail:
Terry.Reilly@FriendsSJRoseGarden.org
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How are the doing?
This past Winter, we removed 20 beds of old, tired roses and replaced them with new varieties. Usually,
roses take two years to get established. We will review a number of the new rose beds soon to see how
they are doing!

Smokin’ Hot
This Hybrid Tea is producing good basal breaks, and getting
established well. Many strong new canes and plenty of
blooms. Some leaf drop in the heat and fading of blooms.

Chihuly

Named for the famous American glass sculptor, Dale
Chihuly, this rose is quite colorful, just like his sculptures. It
is beginning quite well, but the second season has better
promise as it grows into its new bed.
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Icecap
This landscape shrub, introduced in partnership with House
of Meilland and William Radler (of the “Knockout” fame)
is sure to be a popular rose. Flushes of clear white blooms
in massive sprays and very disease resistant. This low
growing plant is filling out quite quickly.

Peter Mayle
This classic Hybrid Tea is growing quite upright and getting
established very well. Large basal breaks have been cut back
to force others to grow, so that all the energy is not put into
one cane.
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Gold Struck
Available to the public in 2016, this grandiflora puts out
plenty of informal style blooms, in massive displays. It is
also growing quite upright. Large basal breaks are sometime
sapping the energy from the rest of the plant, so some have
been cut back to help them get established.

Unnamed
One of the mystery roses that we are growing is this
beautiful variety which will be introduced in 2017. It is
growing quite well in its first year, with very fragrant roses
and nice disease resistance.
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Help us get “One More Bloom!”
National Day of Service @ the
Rose Garden, Sat. Sept 12th, 9:00am
LEARN THE
TECHNIQUES TO
KEEP YOUR ROSE
GARDEN BLOOMING
THROUGH THE
FALL!

JOIN US FOR A
NATIONAL DAY
OF SERVICE AND
REMEMBRANCE.

ES
BRING GLOVEN
AN D GAR D !
CLIPPERS
SEPT. 12,
9A.M.
SPONSORED BY THE FRIENDS OF THE SAN JOSE ROSE
GARDEN AND THE CITY OF SAN JOSE’S PARKS, RECREATION
& N’HOOD SERVICES
FOR MORE INFORMATION, GO TO WWW.FRIENDSSJROSEGARDEN.ORG
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Honor
This Hybrid Tea, introduced in 1980 is not doing as well as we
hoped. Placed next to the “Love” bed (get it?), we had high
hopes for a great spot for couples to take pictures. It may be
indicative of the roses released 20+ years ago. They were not
as disease resistant and strong growing as the newer varieties.
We’ll cross our fingers for a better second year.

Scentimental
With a focus on more fragrant roses, we replanted a
bed of this variety. It was a great test as we had 50
plants - half were Grade 1, and the other half were
Grade 1 1/2. Seems like the Grade 1 1/2 are doing
better in getting established. Fun Fact - mixed in is
a “Sport” of Scentimental that the growers have
been experimenting with, and accidentally got mixed
in. They are more red as seen in photo.
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Watercolors Home Run
This is the newest of the Home Run family of roses introduced
by Weeks. It’s always in bloom and though it requires no
deadheading to repeat bloom, it does look a little “tidier” with
light deadheading. Located near the stage, sure to be a colorful
addition.

Ketchup & Mustard
A very fun rose with unique colors, this plant is putting out a
lot of new canes and huge sprays. Though its growth habit
is a bit odd the first year, with huge sprays, it should fill out
nicely the second year.
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Paris d’Yves St. Laurent: Part 1
A bit of a disappointment, this rose had a great start, but
in the heat of the summer, got some blackspot and had a
lot of “leaf drop”. More common on the older varieties,
this one was introduced in 1994, but we wanted to give it
a chance. Sometimes in the cooler fall, these types of
roses grow back into spectacular bushes. We will be
watching closely.

Paris d’Yves St. Laurent: Part 2!
It had been about 5 weeks since the the picture above was taken, and you can see the great
improvement in the most recent photo below. Sometimes, roses do not take the heat well, get
diseased and stressed and will drop their leaves only to come back with a vengeance. While this is
not the best trait to have, it did come back to provide a nice display later in the season.
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Elle
This award winning rose was in a smaller bed for many
years. We figured this very fragrant Hybrid Tea deserved
to be “kicked up a notch” and placed in a large showcase
bed. It’s getting established very well, and is sure to be a
great addition!

Neptune
Another great new rose, Neptune is growing quite well
and quite showy with it’s abundance of blooms. And
fragrance? Oh yes indeedy! These luscious lavender
blooms names after the God of the seas emit a heavenly
scent!
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Pretty Lady Rose
The second in the “Downton Abbey” series roses, Pretty
Lady Rose, set to be introduced in 2016, is a real winner.
It was well established in just a couple months, with nice
clean foliage and an abundance of blooms. Set on the
endcap of the pathway, it will be a premier bed.

Brandy
One of the first peachy colored Hybrid Teas, this rose is
quite popular in many gardens. So popular, we were only
able to get grade 1 1/2 bare roots this year. They are
getting better established, with lots of new canes coming
out. It will take two years to see the full potential of this
bed.
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“Name this Rose!”
Through a partnership with Weeks
Roses, we planted a huge bed of a
variety that will be introduced in
2017. Visitors to the Garden have
the opportunity to suggest a name
for the wonderfully growing rose.
Always in bloom, with mauve
colored blooms very disease free,
this is a real show-stopper in the
Garden. As of Sept. 1, we have
had over 200 suggestions. Here’s
just a sampling: Violet Eyes,
Fragrant Mauve Rose, Victorian
Silk, black cherry, Evening star, Luscious Lilac, Ava, Twilight Sparkle, Prince of Peace, Principessa
or Princess, Precious, Lavender Wisp, Purplicious, Lavender Diamond, A Mother's Hug,
Cheshire's Smile, Disappearing Cheshire, Disappearing Cheshire, Lazy lavender, Purose, Cotton
Candy, Deadly and Delicious, Lavender Grace, Mauve Mist, Lavender rain, Luscious Lavender,
Aging Gratefully, Lavender Luna, Purple Pride, Stormy Weather, Blackjack, Lavender la vida
loca, Mother's Vanity (alternatively, Mother's Dresser), Mari's Delight, Lavender Fountain,
Vintage Blush, Laughing Lavender, Grapesicle, Veronica's Love, Royal Spot, Royal Spot, La Vita
E Bella, Nirvana, Lovebird, Summer twilight, Ovida, Lovebird, Winter's Daydream, Californian
Sunset, Vastine DeJulia, Maybe Popsicle, Lilac Whisper, purple mountains majesty, Lilac Whisper,
The Beauty of Lilac, Hint of Romance, Sweetie, Purplicious, Lavender Dream, Dear Persephone,
Stella Life, Heavenly Essence, Angel of Camellia, Fuschia Bella Lisa, Bite Beautiful, Persephone's
Evening Gown.......
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